FIRST TRANS-PACIFIC AIR MAIL

ANNOUNCER:

We are here on the shores of historic old
San Francisco Bay, on the marine ramp of
Pan American Airways' Pacific operating
base. Around us surges a great crowd of interested, excited people, extending as far
back over the airport as the eye can reach.
Above their heads, in the bright sunshine,
wave four flags- the territorial flag of Hawaii; the red and blue banner of the newlyinaugurated Commonwealth of the Philippines; the flag of the Postmaster General of
the United States; and the Stars and Stripes.
Here on the platform are distinguished national figures who are to participate in today's ceremonies. Across the Bay one hundred thousand people are watching and
listening on the shores near the Golden
Gate. A thousand II1iles away in Hawaii are
other thousands. Eight thousand miles across
an ocean, half way around the world, are
still other thousands. On the five continents
of the globe are millions who by the magic of
radio are about to witness with us one of the
most dramatic events in the history of our
modern world.
In a few minutes, now, we will bring to
you the sailing of the first " China Clipper"
in eighty years, from this grand old Bay from
which the original Clipper Ships set sail
across the perilous Pacific. Incredibly we realize that, since time began, this vast Pacific
Ocean at our feet stood as an unconquerable
barrier between the East and the West. Now
at long last, this barrier is to be no more.
And it is America, whose dynamic energy
and courage to pioneer, whose aeronautical
genius, whose far-sighted government, has
alone of all nations on the face of the earth,
made this tremendous achievement possible.
Within a few feet of our platform the " China
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Clipper," studded with powerful engines, her
great glistening whale-like hull resting gently in the water, stands ready.
What drama is packed into the hold of
this tremendous airliner, the largest ever developed in America where the airplane was
born, most outstanding aircraft ever developed in the world! What years of pioneering have preceded her! Pan American
Airways, the standard bearer for America
and American aviation in the international
field, courageously began nearly five years
ago the work which today will be climaxed
with the inauguration of the first scheduled
air mail service 8,000 miles across the
world's greatest ocean to link America and
the Orient.
But time does not permit us this, one of
the most thrilling stories in the brilliant history of American pioneering. Simple, but I
am sure you will find most impressive, the
ceremonies which have been planned to start
the great flying Clipper Ship on her way.
During the brief program we will have other
opportunities to picture for you the scenes of
this swiftly changing drama to be enacted
here today.
Now-there are those gathered here to express, in the name of the people of America,
the hopes that are bound up in this amazing
service which is about to begin. Who have
come to express the pride and the gratification of the American people in our national
government which, through the aggressive
vision of our Post Office Department, has
made this achievement attainable, and to the
Pan American Airways System which has
made possible the turning of_this dream into
a reality.
It is my honor to present to you first:
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"Inauguration of a New Era"
MR.

wALLACE

M. ALEXANDER,

Chairman, Citizen's Committee of the
State of California
We are assembled on the historic shores of
San Francisco Bay today, privileged to witness the inauguration of a new epoch in the
h istory of America-the erection of an aerial
bridge to span the vast Pacific.
By Proclamation of His Excellency Frank
L. Merriam, Governor of California, this day
has been named "Pan American Airways
Day."
It is set aside that our citizens might publicly pay tribute to the far-sighted vision of
our National Government - to Postmaster
General Farley and the United States Post
Office Department, who are bringing into being this modern miracle of communication;
To the organization that has achieved this
miracle-the great Pan American Airways
System-and to the man who directed its
accomplishment, whose vision begot it, whose
courage led to the solution of its tremendous
problems-Mr. J. T. Trippe, President of the
Pan American Airways SystemI have the extreme honor, as Chairman of
the Citizen's Committee of the State of California, to express the greeting of our peopleWe wish you every success in this tremendous project that can but reflect in greater
measure, to the glory and the progress and
the well-being of the American people.
ANNOUNCER:

On the wings of these sturdy Clipper Ships
are pinned the hopes of America's commerce
for a rightful standing in the teeming markets of the Orient. In no other section of
the United States is that feeling more k~en
than here on the Pacific coast, the Orient's
nearest neighbor.
May I present the recognized leader of
California's commerce and industry:

express - to lightning-speed airplanes - in
your endeavor to provide American industry,
and the American people, with the most modern, most rapid, most efficient means of communication and transport.
To the Pan American Airways System,
whose aerial trade routes have already removed the barriers of distance between our
industrial centers and the markets of thirtythree countries from one end of this hemisphere to the other, in Alaska and in far-off
China-America's commerce is peculiarly indebted for able service.
Their heroic establishment of this great
ocean air route has been a thrilling example
of American enterprise, of American pioneering.
The establishment of schedules, over this
8,000-mile airway to Asia, will immeasurably add to their facilities of service, will
open for American commerce a new era of
unlimited opportunities.
It is my honor, as representative of the
business men and business interests of the
State of California, to welcome you, to wish
you the greatest measure of success and to
pledge the whole-hearted support of our state
to your courageous enterprise.

"Commerce an d Industry Owe Much"
ANNOUNCER:

Now you are to hear from J. T. Trippe,
President of the Pan American Airways System. Whose vision has brought into being
this trans-Pacific airway. Whose organization
-having already spun a network of qirways across the trackless jungle, the tropic
seas and the 20,000 foot peaks of the Andes,
to link the United States with the countries
of the West Indies, Central and South America-has pioneerd this remarkable skyway
over which America's flying Clipper Ships
will, in a few minutes, be speeding to the
Orient. . . .
MR.

R. KNOWLAND,
President, California State Chamber of

MR. JosEPH

Commerce
To the United States Post Office Department, American commerce and industry owe
much.
The establishment of this great air mail
service to span the Pacific, to link America
and the Orient, comes at the end of a splendid progression-from packet boat and pony

J.

T. TRIPPE,

President, Pan American Airways System
We are assembled here today to dedicate
regular commercial air service across the
Pacific Ocean to Hawaii, the Philippines and
the Orient, an area extending over one-third
the way around the world.
It is significant and appropriate that the
first scheduled air service over a major
ocean route is being started under the auspices of the American Government, by an

;'For five years Pan America n has prepared"

American company operating aircraft designed and built in the United States and in
charge of American captains and crews.
The first long-distance, over-water route
flown regularly anywhere in the world was
the 600-mile journey across the Caribbean
from Kingston, Jamaica to Barranquilla,
Colombia. For five years Pan American has
flown this route; it has been our laboratory
of p r eparation fo r the service instituted today. Th er e our technical staff has developed
our ocean direction finding and navigation
apparatus, and there our flight captains and
their crews have qualified for over-ocean service. So complete and effective was this accumulated experience that when our first
experimental flight across the Pacific was
undertaken six months ago, the Clipper Ship
cruised without incident over the 2,400-mile
course and set down in Honolulu one minute
late.
The Pan American Clipper Ships which
are to link our continent to the Orient have
captured for America the 19 outstanding
world records for flight efficiency. Before
they could span the Pacific it was necessary
to construct modern air bases adequate for
and worthy of them. These have been built
at Midway, Wake and Guam by engineers and
airmen whose exploits may well be remembered by history with the deeds of earlier
American pioneers.
No enterprise of this magnitude is possible
without the cooperation of many men and
many agencies. In the United States, Alaska,
and the 33 countries of Latin America, and
in China, are scattered the three thousand
men of Pan American whose team-work has
been so large a factor. Our American railroads, acting through the Railway Express
Agency, our domestic airlines, our Pacific
steamship companies, and American business
institutions everywhere have all contributed;
and the whole nation is represented in the
vital contribution made through the transportation of the United States mails.
The President of the United States, seeking
as one of the achievements of his administration a closer understanding among the nations and an increasing foreign trade, has
watched the whole development with friendly
interest. On his behalf, Postmaster General
Farley, whose own department has put itself
so wholeheartedly behind the project, is here
to extend the greetings of the Administration
and to say to Captain Musick and his crew,
"Good luck and God-speed."
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ANNOUNCER:

All eyes now are on the China Clipper,
riding at anchor just beyond our platform.
What a thrilling sight she is! So confident,
so sturdy. Her gleaming hull and wings
glistening in the sunshine, her great engines
ready to speed her on her way!
Along a catwalk, now, seven uniformed figures-in navy blue, with white vizored caps
-Pan American's colors-are moving along
the narrow catwalk to the front hatch of the
giant airliner. There is little excitement
about them. They are the flight officers of
the China Clipper-the winged pione_e rs
about to set out on an ocean's conquest. I
want to try, in a short minute here, to give
you their names as they go aboard. In just
a minute, now, the China Clipper will move
to her mooring and await the order to cast
off. Here they are:
The first to go aboard is R. 0. D. Sullivan, who, as first officer, made the first
flights to Hawaii and Midway Islands and,
as Captain of the Pan American Clipper,
made the initial flights to Wake Island and
Guam. Captain Sullivan is First Officer of
the China Clipper .
"A New Chapter-Aviation history is being written"
THE HONORABLE }AMES A. FARLEY,

Postmaster General of the United States

Just before leaving Washington I received
a letter from the President of the United
States. It read:
"My dear Mr. Postmaster General:
Please convey to the people of the Pacific Coast the deep interest and heart-felt
congratulations of an air-minded sailor.
Even at this distance I thrill to the wonder
of it all.
They tell me that the inauguration of
the trans-Pacific sky mail also celebrates
the 100th anniversary of the arrival of the
first clipper ship in San Francisco. The
years between the two events mark a century of progress that is without parallel,
and it is our just pride that America and
Americans have played no minor part in
the blazing of new trails. There can be no
higher hope than that this heritage of
courage, daring, initiative and enterprise
will be conserved and intensified_
Very sincerely yours,
FRANKLIN

D.

ROOSEVELT."

With the inauguration here today of the
first scheduled trans-Pacific air mail flight a
new chapter in aviation histpry is being written. In fact, it records the beginning of the
greatest and most significant achievement in
the marvelous and fascinating developement
of air transportation.
More than eight thousand miles of ocean
are to be spanned by this new service which
will bring Asia within five days of the
United States, thus reducing the period of
travel between these two continents to less
than one-third of the time now required by
the fastest steamships, which is seventeen
days. There will be a corresponding saving
in time between the United States, the Hawaiian Islands, Guam and the Philippines
and all will benefit by this time saving. The

Hawaiian Islands, now five days away by
the fastest steamships, will be over-night
from San Francisco.
Very soon the super-planes flying over this
route will be transporting passengers and express. A person or letter will arrive in China
within six days after leaving New York. This
is, indeed, an epoch-marking achievement
and one which rivals the vivid imagination
of a Jules Verne.
It has been the experience of the United
States that when better communications and
faster transportation have been established
between this and other countries better understandings have resulted and an improvement
in trade and commerce has followed. Therefore, I anticipate that our friendly relations
and our commerce with the countries of the
Orient will be strengthened and stimulated
by the trans-Pacific air mail service.
I wish to offer my congratulations to the
officials of the Pan American Airways, whose
v1s10n, enterprise and resources have pioneered this great service and brought new
laurels to American aviation; to the American aviation engineers and manufacturers,
whose research and skill have made possible
the super-planes which will fly this route,
and to the Congress of the United States for
providing the necessary appropriation. I am
proud that this history-making service was
inaugurated during my administration of the
Post Office Department.
The United States easily leads the world
with its air mail services and these services
have by no means reached their peak. In
the near future it will be advisable to further
improve the services in the United States and
Alaska and I am confident that within a
year or eighteen months we will have a
trans-Atlantic service from the United Stales
to Europe.
Each year brings new triumphs in American aviation but it will be a long time before any of them over-shadows the achievement which we acclaim here today.

Right behind him is another old timer-a
product of the old square riggers and veteran
of all Pan American's Pacific flights-Fred
Noonan, Navigation Officer of the China
Clipper.
Now George King, ocean pilot-in-training
on his first actual Pacific crossing. He .is
Second Officer.
Certainly, the China Clipper can't go
wrong on the engineering department. Both
the enginering officers, now going aboard,
are Wright!-First Engineering Officer C.
D. Wright and Second Enginering Officer
Victor Wright. They are not brothers, by the
way.
Right behind them goes William Jarboe,

Jr., Radio Officer, another veteran of the
Pacific survey flights.
The last to step aboard is Pan American's
veteran, Edwin C. Musick, Captain of the
China Clipper.
Seven men in the crew. And what a crew!
Five of those seven are transport pilots.
Three of them are registered aeronautical engineers. Three of them are licensed radio officers. Two of them are Master Mariners, and
two others have their navigator's papers.
That will give you some idea of the preparation behind America's conquest of an
ocean!

VOICE:

Manila calling San Francisco. . . . Manila
calling San Francisco.
ANNOUNCER:

This is San Francisco, go ahead. . . . this
is San Francisco, go ahead!
VOICE:

A salute to Pan American Airways and
the United States Air Mail Service from the
other side of the world! Stand by for . . . .
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"Dawn of a New Day"
His ExcELLENCY, MANUELL. QUEZON,

President of the Commonwealth
of the Philippines
From the other side of the world to you,
Postmaster General Farley, and to you, Mr.
Trippe, the people of the East send greetings
-across the breadth of this ocean which,
since the beginning, has been a barrier separating the peoples of the East and of the
West.
Today, we await impatiently the arrival· of
the flying Clipper Ships that will, with incredible swiftness, finally sweep away that
barrier of time and space forever.
This bold project of Pan American Airways has, since its inception, fired the imagination of the peoples of the East. It has
given them new assurance, a firmer belief in
the dawning of a new day in the history of
their relations with the western world.

It is difficult to describe our feelings as we
attempt to realize that the Philippines and
the nations of the Orient are, by this air mail
service of your government, to be brought as
close to America as California is to your
own Atlantic coast by surface transportation.

t

l

What far-reaching facilities for our mutual
commerce! For travel! For international
understanding! For peace!
With hearts and minds thrilled by the
meaning of this flight, the Commonwealth of
the Philippines, the people of the Orient,
await the coming of the Clipper Ships. With
them will come the dawn of a new and
brighter age in the too-long "distant" East.

MR. TRIPPE:

President Quezon, we are deeply grateful.
It is fitting indeed that the first transPacific air transport service, which owes so
much to your wholehearted cooperation and
which will link your nation and the nations
across the Pacific, should so closely follow
the inauguration of the Commonwealth of
the Philippines.
It is our earnest hope that this new air
service will bring rich benefits to your country and to the peoples of the East.

"Second Century of Progress"

L. MERRIAM,
Governor of the State of California

His ExcELLENCY FRANK

The establishment of mail routes under
the authority and direction of the United
States Government has always assumed the
nature of pioneer action. The spirit of adventure involved in the inauguration of the
Pony Express between St. Joseph, Missouri,
and Sacramento, Califo rnia, three-quarters of
a century ago is typical and indicative of the
pers?nal qualities required for such public
service.
One hundred years ago, when the first
Yankee Clipper set sail from an eastern seaport for the China Seas, a significant period
of cultural, commercial and political relationships with other nations of the world
began.
Today a similar event marks the beginning
of a second century of progress in the Pacific
area as we inaugurate the first trans-Pacific
air mail service between the United States
and Hawaii, Guam, the Philippines and the
Orient. The establishment of this international service is a splendid tribute to the significant achievement of Pan American AirW?YS and to the progr~ss of aeronautics
throughqut the world.
By this means we remove the barriers of
time and distance between these nations. The
spirit of mutual understanding will be advanced and the means of commercial intercourse will be improved to the point where
goy.ernmental relationships will be cooperative and helpful. Accordingly it is fitting
that financial, civic and governmental leaders
meet upon this occasion for the purpose of
celebrating this courageous undertaking. By
so doing, we definitely assume responsibility
for the support and encouragement of aircraft development.
As we dispatch this great "China Clipper"
of the air to lands across the sea, we witness
the beginning of a new epoch in oceanic
civilization. By this act we are making transportation history as important as ever man
has read.
On behalf of the people of California, I
extend greetings to all the residents of the
countries bordering the great Pacific. I wish
for the men who participate in this monumental event the kind of success to which
their skill and courage entitle them and the
type of satisfaction that always comes through
adventurous accomplishment.

"How swiftly ... history"
VOICE:

This is Honolulu calling San Francisco.
... Honolulu calling San Francisco.
ANNOUNCER:

This is San Francisco, go ahead . . . this
is San Francisco-go ahead!
VOICE:

The Territory of Hawaii-the 49th Stale
of the Union-2 410 miles distant from the
Mainland of th; United States-awaits the
coming of Pan Amer~can f\.irwa>:s' China
Clipper and the first air mail service of the
United States Post Office Department to
span an ocean to bring the Hawaiian Isla!}ds
overnight fro~ the Mainland of America!
We salute the Postmaster General of the
United States, President Trippe of Pan
American Airways, and the people of the
Mainland. Stand by for . . . .
His ExcELLENCY JosEPH P. POINDEXTER,

Governor of the Territory of Hawaii
How swiftly moves the history of the world
today!
Here, we are about to see the second of
Hawaii's three dreams come true.
The first, just thirty-seven years ago, ~aw
these islands become a part of the Umted
States of America.
Today the second is about to change from
the fanc; of hope to the fact of achievement.
Hawaii, no longer to be separated by two
thousand miles of open sea, is to be but overnight from the mainland- ~o farther_ from
San Francisco than is San Diego by rail.
We in the Islands, keenly aware of the
false isolation imposed by distance, realize
even more than do you on the mainland, perhaps, the true importan~e of _this heroic
achievement of Pan Amencan Airways, who
pioneered this ocean airway, an_d the vision
of the national government which, through
the Post Office Department, made possible
this first ocean air mail service.
Across the barrier of ocean, soon to be
dissolved forever, we in the Hawaiian Islands
pay tribute to you, Postmaster General Farley, and to you, Juan Trippe.
We await the coming of the "China Clipper" with confidence and with thanksgiving.
Her arrival will open a new chapter in the
glorious history of this territory and will
hasten the day when it will rise to its fullest
stature-the third dream-of full statehood
in the glorious Union under the Stars and
Stripes.
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"Imagination and daring"

"On the step"

ANNOUNCER:

Thank you, Governor Poindexter.
And now back to the Mainland ... back to
California to the Honorable William Gibbs
McAdoo, United States Senator from California, who has interrupted a pressing Congressional assignment to speak to you now
from Judge Stephen's private chambers m
the Federal Building in Los Angeles:
THE HONORABLE WILLIAM GrnBs

McAnoo,

United States Senator
Practical imagination and daring are the
supreme human attributes. Columbus possessed them and the discovery of America
followed. Throughout human history great
achievements in the field of statesmanship,
discovery, science and the arts have resulted
not alone from the practical imagination, the
courage and the daring spirit of men, but
from the laudable ambition to render service
to mankind.
We are today celebrating one of those rare
and epochal events which inaugurates a new
era in the expanding and unlimited field of
air transportation. To the men who have
with such skill, ability, foresight and courage, brought to fruition the beginning of this
greatest airway operation in the history of
the world, signalizing a monumental achievement by Americans under the flag of Amer. ica, all credit and honor are due. To successfully fly through the trackless skies over
eight thousand miles of unbeaconed seas, is
a marvelous tribute, not only to the skill and
ability of the officers and the pilots, mechanicians and radio operators of this company,
but also to the aerodynamic engineers and
plane builders who have developed these
magnificent ships. To the material aspects
of this successful conquest of the Pacific I
need scarcely advert. It is obvious that the
reduction in time of mail communication between Manila and California from more than
two weeks to four days will inevitably have
an important bearing upon the commerce of
the Pacific and that it will be further enhanced when this airway is extended to Canton, China.
For this miracle we thank the great God
who rules over the universe and we give our
benediction to the splendid American spirit
who with God's aid have wrought it.

"Our pride is stirred"
ANNOUNCER:

Thank you, Senator McAdoo. To you,
president of the National Aeronautic Association, American aviation will always be
indebted. May I once again present John T.
Trippe, Pan American's president, who will
make the next introduction:

MR.

TRIPPE:

The efficient operation of the United
States Foreign Air Mail Service-proud of
its position of world leadership-is in large
measure due to those in the Post Office Department charged with its operation. We are
privileged' in having with us the Assistant
Postmaster General in . charge of air mail.
And it is my pleasure to introduce to you
now the Honorable Harllee Branch.
THE HONORABLE HARLLEE BRANCH,

Assistant Postmaster General
of the United States
With the addition of the trans-Pacific route
the foreign air mail routes of the United
States will embrace more than twenty-six
thousand miles. Heretofore our foreign air
mail services have connected the United
States with Central and South America, the
West Indies, Mexico and Canada. Now the
trans-Pacific route adds service to the Hawaiian Islands, Guam, the Philippines and
the Orient.
Our
bring
which
serves
tories.

domestic air mail system, whic]:i will
mail to the trans-Pacific route and
will distribute mail brought in by it,
the entire United States and its terri-

In our foreign and domestic systems we
are flying regular air mail schedules over
fifty-five thousand route miles. At present
mail planes fly more than forty million miles
annually over routes in the domestic service
and more than four million miles annually
over routes in the foreign service. This annual flown mileage will be greatly increased
by the scheduled flights over the Pacific.
Our pride is stirred when we recall that
this important forward step in aviation is
sponsored by the United States Government,
is operated by an American company, em-

ploys American crews and uses American
equipment.
For the past three or four years aviation
companies in the Unit_ed States and in the
several European countries have been concentrating upon & ~tudy oi the possibilities
of r outes acro::;s the Atlamfo, connecting the
United States with Europe. Within recent
months the activities of these comnanies have
been greatly intensified and the 'laying out
of the route across the Pacific has added
further stimulation, with the result that at
least one American company and companies
in three European countries are now working
on plans for-trans-Atlantic service.
As the Postmaster General has said, we
have every rea·s on to believe that experimental operations over the Atlantic will be
started next summer and that some time during the following year regular schedules will
be in effect.
Carved in stone over the entrance to the
Washington City Post Office are inscriptions
which describe the objectives and attainments
of the postal service. One of these which is
particularly appropriate to the trans-Pacific
air mail service reads :
"Promoter of Mutual Acquaintance, of
Peace and of Good Will Among Men
and Nations."
Who among us here today can accurately
estimate the blessings and benefits which will
grow out of this enterprise and who of us
can visualize its development during the next
few years?
ANNOUNCER:

The China Clipper, a beautiful sight resting on the quiet waters of Pan American's
enclosed base here, is turned toward the
opening in the breakwater. At their posts
are the six ·officers in her crew. While she
is still on the ground, last minute weather
reports are coming across two thousand
miles of open sea to Radio Officer Jarboe
there in the cockpit. Ground crew stand at
their posts, ready to cast off their lines at
the Captain's signal. All aboard are in readiness. By radio, now, Mr. Trippe will get
the report from the Clipper and from the
far-flung airways bases across the vast Pacific to the other side of the world. Here 1s
Mr. Trippe now, speaking to the Clipper.
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MR. TRIPPE:
"China Clipper, are you ready?"
"Pan American Airways' China Clipper,
Captain Musick . Standing by for orders,

.

SU.

:.,

MR. TRIPPE:
"Stand by, Captain Musick, for station reports."
CODE SIGNALS FROM KNBF, HONOLULU:
"Pan American Airways Ocean Air Base
Number One-Honolulu, Hawaii. Standing
by for · orders."
CODE SIGNALS FROM KNBH, MIDWAY
ISLANDS:
"Pan American Airways Mid-Ocean Air
Base Numbers Two-Midway Islands. Standing by for orders."
CODE SIGNALS FROM KNBI, wAKE ISLANDS:
"Pan American Airways Trans-Pacific Air
Base Number Three-Wake Islands. Standing by for orders."
CODE SIGNALS FROM KNBG, GUAM:
"Pan American Airways Mid-Ocean Air
Base Number Four-Guam. Standing by for
orders."
CODE SIGNALS FROM KZBQ, MANILA:
"Pan American Airways Trans-Pacific Air
Terminal, Manila, Commonwealth of the
Philippines. Ready and standing by, sir."
MR. TRIPPE:
"Stand by all stations."
Postmaster General Farley, I have the
honor to report, sir, that the trans-Pacific
airway is ready to inaugurate air mail service of the United States Post Office from
-the mainland across the Pacific to the Philippines, by way of Hawaii, Midway, Wake
and Guam Islands.
MR. FARLEY:
Mr. Trippe,' it is an honor and a pnv1lege for me, as Postmaster General of the
United States of America, to hereby order
the inauguration of the first scheduled service on Foreign Air Mail Route Number
Fourteen at 3 :28 P. M., Pacific Standard
time, on this day which will forever mark
a new chapter in the glorious history of
our nation . . . a new era in world transpottation . . . a new and binding bond that
will link, for the first time in history, the
peoples of the East and the West.
MR. TRIPPE:
"Captain Musick . . . you have your sailing orders. Cast off and depart for Manila
in accordance therewith."
(Engines increase to roar, Clipper moves
slowly out into bay.)

Postmaster General Farley turns over to Pan American-President Trippe the first bag of ocean air mail

from SAN FRANCISCO
(ONLY)
Total Mail ..
.. .. 1,837 lbs.
Number of Bags ...... ..
58
Numbers of Letters ....... ...... ..
110,865
for Honolulu
...... .... .. .. .. . .
46,561
for Guam
19,958
for Manila ... ....................... ....... .
44,~46
Number of Stamps Sold
206,414

from MANILA
(ONLY)
Total Mail ..
.............. ... .......... 1,789 lbs.
Numbers of Bags .... ........... ..... .
49
Numbers of Letters ....... ... ... ..... .... ...... . 98,480
for Guam
5,098
for Honolulu ............ ... ... .. .... .
18,663
for San Francisco ................ .
74,719
Number of Stamps Sold ..... .
231,033
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NATIONAL ANTHEM.
( Clipper passes breakwater.)
ANNOUNCER:
... and we conclude this broadcast of the
inauguration of America's first trans-Pacific
air mail service.
3 :46---Take-off of China Clipper.
ANNOUNCER:
With portions of the foregoing broadcast
brought from Hawaii and the Philippine
Commonwealth through facilities of the
Radio Corporation of America, this program
has had its origin at Pan American Airways'
airport on San Francisco Bay . . . a special
presentation. . . .
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.. .10:19A.M.
6:35 A.M.
2:00 P.M.
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Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

22
23
2
24
25

Time Advanced One Day Crossing
International Dateline Westbound
A.
L.
A.

Wake
Wake
Guam

1 :38 P.M. Tuesday,
Nov. 26
6 :01 A.M. Wednesday, Nov. 21
3:05 P.M. Wednesday, Nov. 2'i
Remained One Day According Original
Schedule to Arrive Manila November 29

L.
A.

Guam
Manila

6:12 A.M. Friday,
3 :32 P.M. Friday,

Nov. 2~
Nov. 29

Local Times Throughout
Westbound: 8,210 Miles-59 hours, 48 minutes
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HINA CLIPPER
EAST BOUND
L.
A.
L.
A.
L.

Manila
Guam
Guam
Wake
Wake

2 :53
6:41
6:11
8:57

A.M.
P.M.
A.M.
P.M.

Monday,
Monday,
Tuesday,
Tuesday,

Dec. 2
Dec.2
Dec. 3
Dec. 3

6:45A.M. Wednesday, Dec. 4
Time Retarded One Day _Crossing
· International Dateline Eastbound

A.
L.
A.
L.
A.

Midway
4:49 P.M.
Midway
6:11 A.M.
Hawaii . . . . . ..... .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
5:27 P.M.
Hawaii
3:02 P.M.
San Francisco
.... .10:36A.M.

Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,

Deq. 3
Dec. 4
Dec. 4
Dec. 5
Dec. 6

Local Times Throughout
Eastbound: 8,210 Miles-63 hours, 24 minutes
Total Flight: 16,420 Miles-123 hours, 12 minutes
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CHINA CLIPP£

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER

22-

Before we were beyond sight of San Francisco
Bay's holiday dress in honor of our departure, a
great mass of clouds, the close companions of our
now veteran Pacific airmen, covered the entire horizon. The constantly arriving weather reports from
our ocean stations turned us southward, close to
the rim of the most southerly surveyed course
The Pacific welcomed the first modern Clipper
bound for the Orient with a blazing sunset. Day
passes into night with unmatched swiftness over
the ocean, and before a final flying check was made
by all officers we were swallowed by darkness. No
stars were visible through the ceiling of clouds
above. A solid floor of clouds 2,000 feet below closed
out the sea.
There was perfect, almost mechanical, perfection of these ocean flying veterans, First Officer
R. 0. D. Sullivan, Navigation Officer Noonan, Engineering Officer Victor Wright, and Radio Officer
Jarboe, making their ninth crossing of the longest
open sea stretch in the world and bringing the
China Clipper over the course so faultlessly blazed
by the pioneering Pan American Clipper. But veterans and new members-Second Officer George
King and First Engineering Officer Chan Wrightwere visibly affected by the impressive ceremonies
upon our departure and the formal inauguration of
the first transocean air mail service.
The China Clipper holds in bulging, tight-filled
mail sacks 110,000 letters. Some of the sacks are
for delivery in the morning at Honolulu, some for
delivery on the fourth day out at Guam, and others
for Manila on the sixth day.

In eight hours we are twelve hundred miles out
over the Pacific and drilling through the black
void of the night; we are in close contact with all
points of the compass after eight hours of steady
flying through layers of clouds above and below.
We have been closely watched over by Pan
American Airways ground stations at San Francisco and Los Angeles behind us and by the Honolulu and Midway stations ahead. Out of the limitless blackness ahead came the voice of the United
States Coast Guard cutter Itasca, 200 miles northeast. Immediately thereafter we spoke to the Norwegian motorship, Roseville, 300 miles due north,
and then to the U.S.S. Wright, 900 miles west.

The following account of the inaugural flight of the China Clipper,
first across the Pacific, is a composite
report which all crew members cooperated in writing.
MIDNIGHT-

We have just changed our fourth watch. Captain Sullivan, Engineering Officer Victor Wright
and Second Officer King are having dinner and then
a 45-minute nap in the berths aft. Below, the radio
tipped dials glow dully. Behind the pilot on watch
Radio Officer Jarboe is just acknowledging receipt
by the U.S.S. Wright of our message of greeting.
Navigation Officer Noonan is bent over the chart
table like a form from another world. He is encased in a fur flying suit and leather helmet. He
has returned from the open aft hatch after taking
a celestial sight through a vast hole in the cloud
ceiling, affording the first view of the heavens in
the last three hours.
Across this section of the Pacific, even with head
or cross winds, flying is remarkably smooth-a
happy circumstance, since on this section of the
2,400 miles the greatest amount of engineering is
required, and regardless of the fact that the China
Clipper is carrying a normal crew of seven---one
extra engineering officer for his actual ocean training-every post requires relentless attention.
Flight units of the size of the China Clipper,
twenty-five tons gross, function at the highest efficiency through the application of broad principles
of marine operation routine. Throughout the night
the navigation department ·has obtained seven celestial sights and received forty-one radio directive
bearings.
As night is thinning into the grayness of dawn
all is quiet. Captain Sullivan is about to take over.
From 10,000 feet above, the sea in the gray light
is glassy, with long unbroken swells. A flood of
color suddenly spreads across that surface. Night
has gone. Almost by the time you can raise your
eyes from the sea below to the horizon behind, the
sun is wholly in view.
Navigation Officer Noonan makes a final check
of our position. Before coming to his post the
junior flight officer has nicely arranged our food,
hot coffee and fruit, on the table in the lounge.
For the first time on our many ocean flights all

the officers off watch will sit down to breakfast
together.
Another watch change and the China Clipper is
within 300 miles of Honolulu. It is warmer now,
and clouds are forming, so that the sea is again
invisible. First Officer Sullivan has sighted a dark
mass beyond the rim of the clouds. Mountains.
Mount Molaki, our landfall, seen from an altitude
of 10,300 feet, is still 200 miles away. Many miles
beyond we can see a great mantle of smoke, from
the erupting crater.

In rapid succession then Hawaii's volcanic landmarks moved into range. Diamond Head loomed
thirty miles ahead as all hands manned the posts
while we slowly glided down from the heights to
the patrolled channel on Pearl Harbor. Landing
10:19.
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER
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Like a waterfront scene in the old days of sailing vessels when the clipper ships had to be loaded
in a mad rush to sail with the tide, the marine runway of Pan American Airways Ocean Air Base
Number One, at Pearl Harbor, was a busy scene
this morning. The China Clipper was being loaded
to enable us to depart with the daylight on the next
step of our eight thousand mile race with the sun
across the Pacific with the first American air mail
for the Philippines and the Orient.
The early hour did not discourage pleasure craft
carrying several hundred visitors, from assembling
about the base to cheer our departure. They saw
an interesting scene----lights bobbing on swells in
the harbor, the signal lights blinking from distant
naval vessels, the lights aboard our airliner shining
brilliantly. Dark forms of orderlies, rapidly wheeling a fleet of hand trucks carrying hundred-pound
loads of our two ton cargo for the big holds of
the China Clipper.
Following in rapid order, the trucks carried into
the holds twenty-one crates of fresh vegetables of
all descriptions for our island air bases to the west;
nine crates of oranges and lemons; twelve crates
of turkeys for the first Thanksgiving dinners in the
history of those colonies on Midway and Wake;
and cartons of cranberries, sweet potatoes, and
mince meat. Other crates containing every conceivable item-paint brushes, typewriter ribbons,
oil lamp wicks, among the eight hundred pounds

of cargo labelled "Guam." Spare sewing machine
needles, paper plates, napkins, baseballs and tennis racquets among Wake's two thousand pounds.
Lantern bulbs, refrigeration machinery parts, a
complete barber's outfit and nine hundred pounds
more for Midway. All the results of accumulated
radio requests for the past two months from those
islands to Pan America's main base at Alameda,
beginning "On next Clipper send"-and then listing
an incredible list of replacement articles and additional items they believe they needed to add to the
comfort of home on those tiny islands thousands
of miles from each other and from civilization.

In the graying light the Post Office Department
truck brought sixteen thousand letters-totaling two
hundred seventy-five pounds--to add Hawaii's first
air mail to the other side of the world to the record
air mail cargo already aboard the Clipper which,
upon leaving Hawaii, totals a thousand six hundred
and fifty-t.hree pounds, bound for Guam and Manila.
After the mail was aboard, the fourteen passengers followed-two complete air base staffs replacing pioneers on Midway and Wake-and four
Chinese cooks and a waiter for Wake Island. This
was a great day for these Orientals, having the
honor of being aboard on the first Pacific flight
of the China Clipper, hut they were to get off at
Wake Island, still four thousand miles from China.
The last cargo hatch was closed. Acting Airport
Manager Parker Van Zandt reported all the cargo
aboard and Second Officer George King reported
the China Clipper ready, engines warmed and all
weather reports in and checked. The crew went
aboard as daylight, held behind Pali and other
great peaks, finally spilled over the green mountainsides- At 16 :50 we cast off from the float.

A royal Hawaiian welcome on our arrival at Honolulu

Cruising at 2,000 feet, we all had an opportunity
to view this beautiful seascape, in which manycolored volcanic islands rose sharply out of the sea
while coral atolls lay so flat that they were visible
only when we were directly over them.

In the channel a breeze of only four knots slightly
ruffled the water, as daylight spread over the still
sleeping city. Captain Sullivan pointed the China
Clipper's nose into the north wind. The roaring of
the engines drowned the cheers of the crowd ashore
and at 17 :05 we were off for Midway Island, thirteen hundred and eighty miles northwest.

Beyond Marco Reef,. we could see the "cold
front" that we had expected. Clouds appeared far
ahead, hut, before reaching them, we encountered
a characteristic wind shift. We dropped down to
1,500 feet to get beneath the clouds, hut o~r lateral
visibility was reduced to five miles from the unlimited visibility we had enjoyed all morning.

The first hour after the take-off is always the
busiest. During this period all officers stand watch.
The mechanical details of the Clipper are thoroughly checked, cargo finally adjusted for proper
balance, and routine is set for the complete flight.

Between Gardner Pinnacles and Hermes Reef,
we received radio direction bearings at ten-minute
intervals. Then the Midway radio compass took us
over exclusively to guide us to a landing, with the
other compass stations keeping only a routine check.

This morning that hour took us beyond the
last of the Sandwich Islands, passing above long
shadows cast by the rising sun behind massive
Kauai Peak. From the lighthouse at the northwest
point of Niihau Island, across Kumukahi Channel,
the navigation officer set our course direct for Midway, where we will land 02 :00 G.M.T. Ahead of
us lay clear weather for seven hundred miles. At
that point we would enter the cold front, which
produces clouds and line squalls, hut.Midway Islands
would he clear, beyond.

When we were fifty minutes off Midway, with
Hermes Reef astern, the weather cleared suddenly
and a cloudless sky appeared ahead. Despite the
clear visibility, we were almost in Midway before
we sighted the two islands breaking sharply above
the sea.

The first watch changed as we left Niihau Island
behind us. As we changed, our three radio stations
at Honolulu, Midway and Wake, and our guarding
communications stations at Alameda and Los Angeles, on the mainland, started sending signals.
This stretch of 1,200 miles to Midway, which
presents few serious navigation problems, since we
follow a long chain of islands and reefs, is like a
great classroom to us. Navigation Officer Noonan
conducted classes in celestial navigation problems
among the flight officers on hoard.
This was Sunday aboard the China Clipper as
well as ashore. Some of our passengers were reading the Sunday Honolulu papers and others were
playing bridge. Our four Chinese passengers seemed
somewhat dazed, hut made no comment.
Soon we were over Necker Island, while LaPerouse Pinnacle, like a snow-crested Alpine peak,
was visible to the south through the unusually clear
atmosphere. Half an hour later the low-lying French
Frigate Shoals were off our port side, then came
Gardner Pinnacles, and soon the multi-colored
waters below showed we were approaching Marco
Reef.

There was a great commotion among the passengers, some of whom were seeing for the first
time the place that was to be their home for the
next six months. The island's appearance has
changed greatly since the first flight was made by
the Pan American Clipper. The area has been
largely landscaped, the buildings are brightly painted and everything is neat and orderly. Flags were
flying and tiny figures in white uniforms were
standing at their posts on the landing float.

In salute we circled the base at 500 feet, then
settled in for a landing and touched the water
at 02 :01 G.M.T. (2 :01 P.M. Midway time). This
one minute off schedule must have been due to that
extra circle, hut the noisy welcome from the Pan
American and c.ihle company colonists who crowded
the little float more than justified it.
There were no ceremonies on our landing, since
the entire population, aside from the handful of
cable company men who man the relay station,
consists of our own crew, who feel the best expression of welcome is their remarkably efficient and
rapid handling of the China Clipper.
Before we had signed our flight reports, most
of the cargo for Midway was ashore, guards were
set over the mail and fueling of the ship was al-

most completed preparatory to securing the China
Clipper to her night buoy, ready for an early
morning departure.
Airport Manager Karl Lueder advised us that
departure was scheduled at daybreak for our hop
to Wake Island whence we will speed the air mail
on to Guam and the Philippines, now hut 4,400
miles further westward.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER
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Again with the first daylight the Chiria Clipper
is on her way westward, hound on another str:et<;h
of her 8,000-mile hurdle of the Pacific, a third of
the distance around the globe, to speed the first
United States air mail to the Philippines.
Today's 1,200-mile jump is the shortest hut most
difficult span in the entire aerial bridge and calls
for one of the most exacting feats of navigation
on record-striking, "on tp.e nose," a tiny point
smaller than a pinhead on the vast map of the
Pacific Ocean.
It is one thing to navigate a surface vessel, moving a mile every two minutes with a wealth of
navigational aids at the command of the mariner.
It is quite another to guide an airliner racing a
mile every twenty-four seconds, enshrouded by
clouds or above them, with endless horizons of open
sea below, with the goal even from high altitude
visible under best conditions scarcely twenty miles.
The China Clipper's flight over this critical section of the Pan American Airway to the Orient is
a graphic demonstration of the organization of
modern air transportation.
The operation of each ocean going Clipper ship
requires the expert services of forty-two men on the
ground and six aboard.
With nine passengers aboard and nearly three
tons of cargo, including 1,653 pounds of air mail
plus six tons of fuel, the China Clipper quickly
took off from the lagoon at Midway twelve minutes
after daylight.
One of our only two check marks--the International date line--was crossed 203 miles out at 02 :35
G.M.T. and the China Clipper flew into tomorrow
from today. The only other check was a Matson
liner charted on our· map another 150 miles ahead.
We mutually congratulated ourselves when First
Officer Sullivan called out "steamer ahoy" and all
pressed against the portholes to peer thirty miles
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dead ahead. It took only fourteen minutes to over•
haul the S.S. President Lincoln, Captain Hansen,
eleven days out of San Francisco and bound for
Yokohama. We passed at 08:50 G.M.T. in Lat. 25:25
N., Long. E. 177.31. We exchanged radio greetings
and dipped our wings in salute, getting an acknowledgment of three scarfs of white steam, although
we did not hear the whistles.
When we passed the half-way mark 621 miles
out at 02:23 G.M.T. today, Second Officer King
broke out the Chinese mess attendants aboard and
had them serve us sumptuous lunch in grand style
in the lounge room. It was meal time for all aboard,
including twenty-five canaries, each complete with
a pound of birdseed. They are forcibly migrating
to enliven the deadly silence of isolated Wake
Island.
Our Chinese passengers, still dazed at this hurtling through space, spent most of their time squatting in the corner of one compartment, never looking outside. For three hours more we matched wits
with the clouds and winds, seeking the best level
and ending at 2,400 feet, flying by instruments
through moderately heavy clouds.
We covered the final 400 miles in 2 hours and
20 minutes. Then Wake Island flashed by radio that
we had been sighted fully two minutes before we
aboard could distinguish the small dark spot which
is the Pan American Airways midocean air base
No. 3 on this skyway to the Orient.
We covered the 1,252 route miles at an average
speed of 148.7 miles per hour, landing five minutes ahead of schedule, at 02:40 G.M.T. (1:38 P.
M. Tuesday local time) with 5,242 miles of the
Pacific behind us and only two more legs remaining of this astounding 8,000-mile ocean airway.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER
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Five thousand miles from the mainland of America and a thousand miles from the nearest neighbors, the United States has a flourishing city, seen
by fewer than a score of people. This unique waystation on the trans-Pacific aerial trade route to
the Orient is invisible until nearly atop the islet,
then suddenly bristles a forest of orange and black
radio masts, red roofs, white walls of a dozen
buildings, walkways, gardens, windmills, a watchtower, and the Stars and Stripes floating atop a
tall mast-a thrilling sight.
We got some feeling, an appreciation of the
meaning of real pioneers after talking with George

Below, a gray light skimmed across the glassy
surface of a dead calm sea. Ahead on all sides was
unbroken water. Aboard, the dull thunder of the
engines beyond the cockpit. First Engineering Officer Chan Wright was behind his bulwark of instruments, levels, and buttons recording their errorless mechanical reports on the functioning of the
China Clipper. Radio Q_fficer Jarboe recorded the
arriving radio bearings which Officer Noonan was
charting along our course, making a line like the
markers of a highway, every twenty miles.

On the calm waters of Midway's lagoon-half way across

Bicknell, Wake's governor and airport manager, and
other sun-blackened members, as the staff proudly
exhibited the results of their handiwork in converting the uninhabited desolate coral point a few feet
above sea level, into a highly organized and remarkably efficient air base.
So well ordered that even the big dinner last
night, which they had been planning for many
months, was cut short so the crew could be abed
early to be ready for their dawn departure. The
reason we have all felt the-lack of unusual fatigue,
despite busy schedules, is the watch routine aboard
ship, and the excellent organization of the bases
which insures ample rest.
Although we were not awakened until five o'clock
the entire base staff was up and about at three and
in an hour had breakfasted, placed all cargo aboard
the China Clipper, verified ship inspection, and had
the engines warmed alongside the float, ready for
departure.
All night weather watches completed the final
details on our flying map before six, and we
boarded the Clipper jumping the sun's appearance
above the horizon by sixty seconds, our keel breaking the water of the Wake lagoon at 19:04 G.M.T.
Like yesterday, dense clouds were pressing down to
two thousand feet, putting the entire load of navigation on Officer Noonan's dead reckoning and those
constantly alert radio compass stations fore and aft,
which will not let us go a single minute.

After our first busy hour Second Officer George
King brought hot coffee and the Clipper settled
down to the long fifteen hundred mile drive ahead.
The weathermen promised better winds aloft at five
hundred miles out. We verified our course by
speaking with the U.S.S. Chester, eastbound out of
Manila.

It was warm and pleasant twelve hundred feet
above the calm sea, all windows wide open. The
first three hours we made 470 miles, averaging 156
miles per hour on sixty per cent of horsepower.
We overtook the U.S.S. Chester at 22:21 G.M.T.,
exchanged greetings and extended an invitation to
Secretary ~f War Dern from J. T. Trippe to inspect the trans-Pacific bases, as well as an invitation for Thanksgiving Dinner with the Wake Island staff when he arrived there on the following
day.
Three hours ago they were six hundred miles
from us. Their position as we passed them was
latitude 17 :26 N ., longitude 159 :22 E.
Climbing through a three thousand foot layer
of clouds by instrument, we burst out on top in an
empty world of dazzling sunshine, the cloud moisture on our wings flashing every color of the spectrum and the propellors describing great glistening
arcs as we bore ahead in a world all to ourselvesexcept for nine radio stations, three radio compass
stations, like the school teacher eyeing a suspicious
pupil.
We were in the realm of spanking tradewinds
of the Eastern Hemisphere which greatly varied
our altitudes. We were flying a good course, but
the altitude chart would resemble an erratic broker's
graph, with a succession of peaks and valleys. The
visibility was good below, the winds less.
We remained underneath long enough for Noonan
to get periodic sights of the wind direction, and at
the same time computate ground speed. Then up
through a solid mile of gray mass into unlimited

On Wake's lagoon-ready to race westward with the first daylight
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visibility and blinding sunshine, eight thousand feet.
We passed the halfway mark seven hundred eighty
miles out 23:54 G.M.T. We made 780 miles in four
hours and fifty minutes, cruising over the tops of
the clouds, seven thousand feet of ragged wisps
flashing past the cockpit windows.
At 02 :00 we were less than six hundred miles
out of Guam. The last hour we made 170 miles with
a thirty-mile tail wind, reducing the engines to half
their horsepower, letting the wind make up the difference.
At 3:05 P.M. (Guam time) we brought the Clipper to a landing on Apra Harbor.
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER
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The China Clipper climbed quickly out of Apra
Harbor at Guam today and raced westward across
the Pacific toward the Philippines. Our goal, the
end of 8,000 miles of ocean flying from San Francisco, was only 1,608 miles away, closer now by 150
miles every hour.
The roughest sea encountered on our entire crossing was below us as we left Guam. We did not
stay long at a low altitude to watch the whitecaps
and the wind-tossed spray, but climbed quickly to
6,000 feet, where a fifteen-mile east-northwest wind
helped us along through a succession of clouds. Rising another 1,000 feet, we found a thirty-five-mile
wind that enabled us to cover 200 miles in an hour.
On this flight, exploratory assignments keep the
entire staff of officers working at top speed. In addition to operating the Clipper, recor ding every instrument reading at thirty-minute intervals, and r eporting completed data to base stations every half
hour, the officers are assigned to additional research
relative to wind currents, temperatures and various
meteo,ological observations.
We have found our most favorable course today
between the 6,000- and 8,000-foot levels, deviating
only far enough to learn the character of thunderheads not too far off the route.
But we alternated to higher altitudes, where celestial observations were made by our navigation officers. After obtaining drift sights, computing
ground speed and wind directions and intensity, we
glided down through a mile of gray cloud-blanket
until we were 2,000 feet above the white-capped
sea. Then, after six minutes, back we went through
the layers of lessening gray light, then through the
lighter clouds, and finally, as though catapulted into
a crystal-clear world, we found nothing visible in
any direction except a big, burning sun. While the
rest of us hastily donned dark glasses, Navigation
Officer Noonan gladly used the sun to fix our position and check the compasses.

It is difficult t~ chart the eastern hemisphere
trade winds, which rapidly shift directions and intensity at all altitudes. But the weather was beauti.ful and the visibility unlimited. We made 150 miles
per hour, with our great fourteen-cylinder engines
using only half of their 800 horsepower. That is a
remarkable performance, considering that we represented a load of nearly twenty tons, with enough
fuel to carry us clear to China.

Manila Harbor on Dress Parade with the "Chino Clipper" centered
last hour, but the actual sight of the coast-line, the
hills, valleys, streams and villages on the other side
of the world we had left such a short time ago,
forced a new conception upon us. Not far beyond
those hills lay Manila.

Atlantic, which is but half the distance the China
Clipper so easily negotiated-proved that America
is capable of equipping her own commerce with dependable, speedy transport service over any ocean
trade route on the rapidly shrinking globe.

How many times we plotted in our classroom
courses that port, until it became a symbol only
for a tedious study problem through those nearly
five long years of preparation. How many times
that word had driven on engineers, designers, and
operators when for a moment the magnitude of the
problem had threatened to be insolvable. Yet in an
hour, we would be there.

We appreciated the fact that we aboard the
China Clipper had been chosen to have a part in
this achievement-that we had completed the eight
thousand-mile schedule in exact accordance with
every detail of the program originally set by our
engineers for this ocean crossing long before we ever
left the mainland, and that the flight was completed
well within the minimum specified for the inaugural
service under the United States Post Office Department schedule for America's first ocean mail, foreign air mail route fourteen.

Sixty brief minutes and the China Clipper, with
the first conquest of the Pacific behind her, with the
same perfect response of the controls and the same
casual excellence as she had come into Honolulu,
Midway, Wake and Guam, would glide . into her
marked channel, one more Pan American Airways
Ocean Air Base well within her schedule.
What thoughts did we have? Uppermost was
one of deep appreciation that America's air service,
American aircraft, and American personnel should
be the first to accomplish scheduled air transport
service over the world's greatest ocean. Because
this irrefutable demonstration of American readiness
and ability to maintain a similar service across the

In five and one-half hours, we had already passed
the half-way mark.
Then, reared sharply against the horizon from a
distance of a hundred and fifty miles, through the incredibly clear atmospheie from our altitude of eleven
thousand feet, Mount Pandan and Catanduanes Island were sighted at 05:30 G.M.T.-a sight we had
been looking forward to, unconsciously, for the past
five days. Another thirty minutes would bring us
in to Manila.
As the rugged hills of the Philippines appeared
on the. portbow, the crew of the China Clipper came
to a realization of the significance of this achievement in American aviation. Until then each officer
had been too occupied with the innumerable tasks
of his exacting post to be concerned with more than
a minute ahead. Those tasks were no lighter in the

Ashore in Manila-in 60 flying hours

Deepest of all was our appreciation for the splendid functioning, not only of all our ocean stations,
but the entire Pan American organization which
preceded, as well as followed us, every mile of those
long eight thousand and alone made possible our
record performance.
Actually we had little to report. Our flight was
without incident of any kind. There were no tremendous problems for us to solve because of the infinite resea~ch, survey and experimentation had ferreted those out, had developed and demonstrated
their solution months before the China Clipper took
off for California. Our flight project called for the
delivery of our cargo of United States air mail in
the Philippines five days after departure from San
Francisco, over an eight thousand six hundred and
two-mile route via Hawaii, Midway, Wake and Guam
Islands. The · flight scheduled called for the completion of this schedule in sixty hours westbound.
Against constant headwinds, seldom encountered
over the entire course on the westbound flight to
Honolulu, the China Clipper completed that 2,410mile crossing in twenty-one hours and four minutes.
An easy daylight flight of nine hours and four
minutes landed us at Pan American's second Ocean
Air Base at Midway Islands, approximately half
,way to the Philippines, thirty hours and eight
minutes •out of San Francisco. Within a few minutes
of the exact ,schedule set we completed the next
two stretches-1,252 miles to Wake in eight hours
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and twenty-eight minutes; 1,560 miles farther to
Guam in ten hours and three minutes, landing in
Apra Harbor forty-eight hours and thirty-nine minutes from California.
Leaving Guam this morning at dawn, we had sixteen hundred and eight miles to go. Our schedule
allowed twelve hours. Upper air analysis, finding
our best flight level before we left the surface, enabled us to reduce that time half an hour without
increasing the speed of our engines. If the harbor
channel is clear, we will land in Manila at 07 :27
G.M.T., exactly sixty hours from San Francisco.
We were on the last few minutes of our last section of the sixteen hundred and eight miles between
Guam and Manila, where we will land on the schedule postal officials of the Philippines were advised of
on November 2, at three-thirty P.M. At no time during those sixty hours were our four Pratt & Whitney
fourteen cylinder "Wasp" engines called upon to
deliver more than 60 per cent of their available eight
hundred horsepower, except for take-offs. Our air
speed was maintained close to the minimum at all
stages. Our average speed was 143.3 miles per hour.
We considered the sixty-hour westbound schedule
entirely feasible-- sixty hours from San Francisco
Bay to Manila harbor. The fastest surface time is
twenty-one days.
~-Now recurred to us a few vivid scenes of inky
blackness between California and Honolulu. Captain
Sullivan peering at the flight instruments, whose dull
glow from radium tipped needles, crept through the
dark cockpit. The engineering officers, both Wrights,
far aft on the flight deck recording readings of the
fuel meters, their faces reflecting the eerie blue light.
Navigation Officer Noonan bundled in a heavy suit
and goggles, clambering out to watch shooting stars.
The billowing smoke of Hawaii's erupting volcano
clearly visible a hundred and eighty miles away as
we approached the now familiar landfell at Makapu
Point.
We recalled the momentary confusion of Second
Officer George King taking his hour navigation class
between Honolulu and Midway when three radio
bearings arrived within seconds of each other from
three different bases. And the expressions on the
faces of our passengers peering out the portholes to
get their first view of Wake Island, where they would
be stationed for the next six months. The precision
functioning of the base staff at Wake Island, as in
the center of some metropolis, faultlessly uniformed,
and almost blackened by the sun. Wake's new airport manager nursing his flock of canaries and his
new Chinese mess staff, our first Oriental passengers.
The vivid colors of the sky, clouds, and ocean
while we played tag. Our first contact with eastern
hemisphere tradewinds, en route Guam. Radio
Officer Jarboe elated at calling Pan American Airways station at Fairbanks, Alaska for fun and getting immediate response. All today's flight, particularly that first glimpse of Mount Pandan, and other
mountains, bays, rivers, lighthouses, long familiar
symbols on our maps, which were now appearing.
And back to reality. A score of specks in the sky
was the aerial escort coming to meet us. Ahead lay
the great bay, big buildings, long piers-the first in
six thousand miles. Manila.
Within a few minutes the first United States air
mail would be delivered at the Philippines' post
office and our mission would be accomplished. A
few minutes more and we would be answering a
flood of questions. Correspondents along the way
were disappointed in some respects, we are afraid.
"Without incident" they tell us, is hardly exciting.
Did we ever become alarmed? Didn't we get lost?
Didn't a thousand miles of fog in the middle of the
ocean frighten us?
To which we could only answer that we knew
there would be fog, clouds, contrary wind storms,
five years ago, so that now the transition from the
Yisual to instrument flying is really second nature.
And it would be quite a feat to lose yourself with

Beneoth the towers of Midwoy's Guording Rodio
four master mariners aboard and three to five radio
compass stations watching eve:ry move and notifying
us in no uncertain terms, should we arbitrarily deviate so much as ten miles to inspect some subject of
interest.
Ocean flying has become the most rigidly controlled of transport operations. Under those controls,
with aircraft, personnel, and organization advanced
specifically for the task, America's Clipper Ships are
capable of flying round the world on despendable
schedules with the same adequate preparation ahead,
carrying with the utmost safety, passengers as well
as mail and express.
Pan American engineers were confident of this
two years ago. Today's completed flight would add
proof of aviation's trade route possibilities across
oceans. The whole has been accomplished with such
remarkable rapidity, however, that it is hard for the
layman to grasp the fact that this accomplishment,
for ages considered a dream, is already at hand,
which fact the China Clipper again demonstrated as
we came to a landing in Manila harbor at 3:32 P.M.
(Manila time)-on schedule!

MONDAY, DECEMBER
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Leaving Manila at 2:53 A.M. (Manila time) flying within 300 feet of the surface of the water, the
China Clipper seemed to pick up resonance as the
roar of the engines, reflected from the water, enveloped the ship in a steady, rich hum. Lacy whitecaps on the indigo water were whipped up by a wind
of twenty-one knots beating steadily on our port
bow, which reduced our minimum cruising speed
from 145 to 120 miles per hour.
The true intensity of the sun in these latitudes is
realized in flying low over the unbroken expanse of
ocean. The rays pour in like a floodlight playing
through the cockpit windows off the starboard bow.
The reflection from the water is blinding unless the
eyes are protected by dark glasses. The cockpit is
shielded from the sun, so the going is comfortable
inside.
Flying eastward, the days are visibly shorter. We
met dawn 200 miles off the Philippines, and, as we
flew on, the sun moved entirely around us, coming
in from behind as though we had been suspended
midway between the ceiling of clouds above and sea
beneath. Two hundred miles off Guam, the light
began to fade.
Gradually, as we climbed higher, the daylight
stretched out, but, on the surface, the light was
rapidly fading. At 08:29 G.M.T. we sighted a dark
mass of land which quickly took form as one of the
three peaks visible on Guam when approaching from
the west. A new moon sailed from behind ragged
clouds. Then, infinitely tiny in comparison, the yellow flash of the lighthouse at Orote Point blinked
through the purple mist of evening twilight immediately below us, the peninsula looming dark and
massiye behind as we crossed at 3,000 feet.

Off the starboard bow, the lights of the city of
Agana began to twinkle and shipping lights of all
colors appeared in the big bay ahead, while, below,
the restless beacon of the Pan American Ocean Air
Base at Shumay Point swung in a great arc over
both the bay and the peninsula.
All landing instructions having been received
aboard by radio, we foll owed them now as though on
a chart. Ahead were the six harbor lights outlining
the channel. There were the wh_ite and green lights
where the keel of the Clipper was to stri,ce lhe water,
and there, a mile and a half farther, were the white
and red lights where we were to stop. Captain Sullivan, at the controls, nodded.
Blinking our landing lights, we circled once to
get the last-minute wind velocity and direction at
the surface, picked up the signal of our standby
launch in a parallel channel and settled down. The
Clipper's keel struck the choppy water in a perfect
line, our wake smothering the white and green lights.
The white and red lights were nearly a mile distant
when the China Clipper settled her nose into the bay
and ~e swung around to follow the launch to the
floodlighted float.
We arrived thirteen hours and fifty minutes after
leaving Manila. (6:41 P.M. Guam time.)

TUESDAY, DECEMBER
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We left the waters of Apra Harbor at 20:11
G.M.T. bound for Wake Island, which we were
scheduled to reach in thirteen and one-half hours.
The China Clipper got her first taste of a Pacific
typhoon while protected in her berth at the air base
in Apra Harbor, Guam, after her arrival from
Manila.
No sooner had the mechanics completed servicing
and fueling her when gathering black clouds poured
down a squally rain, which was driven across the
black waters of the harbor by a forty-mile gale.
Before we left Manila, the Pan American weather
man radioed a complete chart of the growing cyclone
which yesterday centered at Lat. 8, Long. 148, a
hundred and fifty miles off our course, which would
not have affected our flight route. Moving closer
over night, it unsettled the weather on our GuamWake course. All night the weather watchers at all
stations entirely across the ocean kept hour by hour
record and advised us of every detail change until
dawn while we slept peacefully.
At breakfast, Airport Manager Gregory, the veteran of many Caribbean hurricanes, discussed the
completed map. While the center was moving rapidly northward, he did not think it would approximate
our course, and would affect us only by line squalls
two hundred miles out.
The Clipper easily rode the storm which lashed
the harbor outside, but the mechanics swarmed over
the airliner under brilliant floodlights augmented by
hand flashlights, inspecting every rivet, strut and sec-
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with brilliant sunshine, a smooth sea and only light
clouds in the sky. Visibility was so unlimited we
could peer across the entire sea. A steady headwind
pounding our quarter bow at the rate of twenty-five
miles per hour was the one disturbing element,
slowing our ground speed to a leisurely one hundred
and • ten miles per hour, utilizing half the power of
our engines.
Tlie passengers, with the entire airliner to themselves, were sleeping, playing cards or reading. The
four Chinese, however, were continually prowling
about the ship, full of curiosity and excitement.
You can get some idea of the immensity of this
ocean over which we were flying, when you realize
that we saw only two steamers, and talked over
radio with five others during the entire twelve thousand miles we had covered so far.

Harbor craft fly welcome flags
tion of the great hull, wings and engine. Due to the
roughness of the cargo loaded at the buoy, we easily
transferred our record mail of 12,000 letters and
boarded at 6 :30 twilight.
Aboard we talked by radio to Manager Bicknell
at Wake, 1,500 miles away, to get his last upper air
observations.
When all was clear we cast off, following the
same lighting buoys that brought us in last night
and got quickly out_ of the harbor, dipping once in
farewell to the crowd which came out despite the
weather to see the departure, and rose instantly into
clouds ai a thousand feet.
We did not see the island again. The effects of
the typhoon, which we easily flew away from, were
immediately apparent. The clouds were heavy-a
black grey, even when the rising sun struck them in
a flood of golden light. We had a headwind of 35
miles per hour on the quartering bow, making it
moderately rough in the clouds, but we soon settled
to 600 feet and cruised smoothly.
We are changed watches hourly instead of every
three. The headwinds made more work at every post
in the ship, especially for the radio officer, since
guarding stations were constantly in touch and demanded reports every thirty minutes, while bearings
were sent us every fifteen minutes.
At 60 percent horsepower, our cruising speed was
reduced to 97 knots by headwinds of nearly forty
miles per hour. At two hundred miles out in two
hours we rode into our first line squalls. The wind
shifted to north of east, directly over the bow. At
our speed, rains lasted but a few minutes, creating a
din on our metal hull and wings, pouring torrents
down window portholes, while we flew by instruments.
Then suddenly we came into clear weather again
and the entire plane became a mass of prismatic
colors as sunlight struck the wet surfaces.
Then back into the clouds we went again-a
thousand feet above the surface-we were half way
between the clouds and the s"ea, with its crested
whitecaps.
We were making about one hundred five miles,
ground speed, and everything was smoothly routine
aboard.
The rains were of little concern to those aboard
the China Clipper. As a matter of fact, four of the
six officers never see the outside until they go off
watch and then they are more interested in sleep
and food.
It was now noon on board and luncheon was being served in the lounge. We were 485 miles out
and making a good course.
We were having an unusual opportunity, flying
in mid-ocean, to see the effects a typhoon exerts on
weather in a large area of the globe. For the past
two hours we had been ploughing through inter-

mittent walls of solid rain squalls driven northward
by the cyclone center a hundred miles south. With
them came the quickly shifting winds, forming miniature storms in all directions as though hurled
forcibly from the center outward . . The first few
drops would appear then suddenly the Clipper
would be entirely enveloped in a dense gray mist
which seemed like solid water coursing in a solid
sheet over the windshield, portholes, and striking our
metal hull, nearly drowning out the deep hum of
the engines.
The squally winds moml'ntarily disturbed the
usual even balance of the great airliner. We cruised
ahead, flying by instrument. The lighted dials of
the radio instruments blinked as Radio Officer Jarboe
switched from receiver to transmitter, acknowledging
guiding bearings which piereced the thousand miles
of air, rain, wind and clouds, every few minutes to
check our course.
Then we were in the clear once more, high above
the rapidly drifting black clouds which indicated a
wind force in the upper air currents. Below us the
sea was whitecapped and indigo blue again. The
slanting rays of the sun flooded the wet surface of
the wings and hull, making myriad rainbows like
jewels sparkling from wing tip to wing tip. Against
that, four synchronized propellers described an individual arc of white.
That experience was repeated eight times in
sixty minutes, then at less frequent intervals. Passing through the last gray wall we entered a vast
open expanse. The clouds, which until now had been
less than a thousand feet over the surface, were now
nine thousand feet, stringy and wind-driven. The
sea was only moderately rough. The wind was shifting again due east.
The navigation officers secured the sun sight
through the great tunnel in the clouds above and
checked with radio bearings arriving the same
minute. At 03:00 G.M.T. we were 700 miles out.
By drift sight on the water he determined the wind
drift and velocity had lessened to 17 knots. Our
ground speed for the last hour had been a hundred
and three knots.
At 03 :40 G.M.T. we were passing the halfway
mark, and at 8:57 P.M. (Wake time) we had landed
once more at Wake, completing the second leg of
our return journey on schedule.
TUESDAY, DECEMBER
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After the strenuous fourteen hours' flight from
Guam to Wake yesterday, the China Clipper had
comparatively smooth and easy sailing today, winging toward her mid-ocean air base at Midway
Islands, en route back over the Pacific to complete
the first air mail service between the United States
and the Philippines and. return-across sixteen
thousand miles of ocean on schedule in fifteen
elapsed days from starting at San Francisco Bay.
Today, in striking contrast with the typhoon
weather we had passed through, the world was filled

You can also realize the tremendous development
of the air transport science when you consider the
demonstration of our routine flight of yesterday
through legendary "storms at sea," which we easily
accomplished, with guarding stations at our wing
tips every inch of the way never out of communication a single instant and fully, authoritatively informed in advance of every condition of the weather
and winds to be encountered.
You can well understand the feeling of those
who flew the first section of this Pacific Ocean without these specialized aids of the entire aviation industry. They have transformed the recognized potentialities of aviation into a dependable, scheduled
transportation over oceans. The storm of yesterday,
too, demonstrated that _ocean weather is no longer a
barrier to modern air transport, either over the
Pacific or over the Atlantic, for flying Clipper ships
with highly developed airway routine and a specially
trained personnel on ground and aloft.
To understand this advancement in aviation you
must remember no ocean flight before was ever
made with the advantages of these specialized facilities. The Clipper, steadily humming over the guarded
course of this trackless ocean, was really flying a
carefully-charted airway, radio bearings taking the
place of beacons marked our route from one terminal to the next.
The first six hours' succession of watch changing
routine functioned so perfectly that it became as
second nature to the officers. Every sixty minutes
has its plotted duties. In this time, we have covered
the seven hundred and thirty miles and the only
wind shifting had been to the southward, slightly
dropping the temperature.
Half way between Wake and the Midway Islands,
at five o'clock, the radio compass at Midway took
up our primary guard, we signing off Wake Island
to its position of secondary guard.
We brought the China Clipper to rest on the
waters of the lagoon at Midway at 4:49 P.M. (Midway time) Tuesday, having gained a day in passing
the International Dateline.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER
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Jnto the first rays of daylight, the China Clipper
took off the lagoon base at Midway Island for Honolulu en route to San Francisco, beginning the last
four thousand miles in the completion of the scheduled fifteen-day circuit across the Pacific Ocean and
back again, inaugurating America's first ocean air
mail service.
Those eastern sections of Pan American's eight
thousand-mile route to the Philippines are like veteran runs since the first flight of the Pan American
Clipper in June when this stretch was also "unknown." Each new section as we moved westward
imparted a feeling of some adventure, which we experienced on this flight westward from Guam across
the hitherto unflown sixteen hundred miles to the
Philippine Islands.
That, like these other sections, had been carefully charted, the course planned, weather, winds
analyzed-yet all these had to be proved by actual
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weeks of our departure from this same port. The
first air mail from the Philippines and Guam would
be delivered fo New York and Washington within a
week of its departure from Manila. The Honolulu
mail would reach its destination 24 hours after leaving the islands' post office. The cargo of flowers
which we had brought was already en route east by
air express, Railway Express Agency special, and
would be east the next morning.
The 108,000 letters which we had brought back
were each a graphic testimonial of the new speed in
transport communication over the old clipper ship
routes across the Pacific, to speed American trade
and commerce to the Orient.

All the island of ~uom turned out
flight. That we completed the crossing in accordance
with schedule was a graphic testimonial of the farsightedness of the planning. Although sections across
the Pacific stretched over open, unbroken sea, their
courses invisible on any map, yet we had a distinct
feeling that we were passing along a closely patrolled highway.

set on long tables in the lounge room, around which
gathered our ten American passengers and the three
flight officers off watch.

Only the first minute after the take-off are we
"on our own." After sixty seconds, before we are
beyond sight of the ground staff, our radio dfrection
finding station behind has checked its first bearing
aboard. After the first hour, a similar guiding station coming out to us from the terminal ahead,
comes aboard with a counter check. In the meantime, two to seven secondary guarding ground radio
stations report in.

Noon aboard the China Clipper, 23:00 G.C.T.,
found us nearly half way to Honolulu. The wind
shifted again to the how, twenty-five miles per hour,
lowering ou r ground speed. The first half averaged
a hundred and thirt.y-tw.o miles pt,r hour. We
dropped down through the clouds again to show the
passengers unique Perouse Pinnacle, the shape of a
ship's sail, rose abruptly out of a sea of whitetipped guano, then passed low over French Frigate
Shoals, hemmed in by reefs ·over which foaming
breakers formed lacy borders of lava shelves_

The ground staff we leave behind seems to travel
with us. When we are a thousand miles from them
the airport manager will advise us that the chief
mechanic wants to know the oil temperature of number three engine, which is inclined to run slightly hot.
Today, when we were two hundred miles out of
Midway cruising at four thousand feet with a beam
wind of twenty-two knots, Airport Manager Leuder
advised from the latest weather map that we should
go up through three thousand feet of clouds and
find a shifting wind west of south, within fifty miles
of our last position. Eighteen minutes later we
leveled off at 7,400 feet, a thousand feet over the
clouds, to strike the windshift line, and our quartering bow wind changed to a quartering tail wind,
adding eighteen miles per hour to our speed.
Every thirty minutes the weather came aboard,
advising what conditions lay ahead. Every sixty
minutes the navigation officer on watch took sun
sights, verifying our position computed by dead
reckoning and by radio bearings. Every hundred
twenty minutes we dropped down near the surface
to make a drift sight and compute the exact wind
direction and intensity. Except for the first flight,
which was designedly exploratory, every successive
flight over this section could be charted within a
ten-mile-wide band between· Midway and -'Honolulu.
•
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Only when we were near th~ :Surface did 'fllu ,get
any impression of speed. Then the -heavy blue ocean
slipped swiftly underneath. Today, this impres~ion
was heightened because we were passing islands,
and reefs, Hawaii's coral chain reaching forty miles
beyond Midway.
Three thousand feet above the clouds was unlimited visibility and dazzling sunshine. We were
seemingly suspended motionless in the air. Occasionally, cumulous clouds piled up in fantastic forms
above the general level, the only change visible.
The eighteen passengers we had aboard were almost lost in the cabins capable of accommodating
forty-six. Our Chinese passengers were more excited, each hour, bringing them closer to Honolulu
and home. We quieted them long enough to get them
to serve a four-course luncheon from the buffet

Our Chinese were delighted at this signal honor
and served the luncheon they had been most of the
night preparing, with Oriental flourishes.

Through the unusually clear atmosphere we
sighted Necker Island, fifty-one miles off the port
bow. Then we went back above the clouds for better wind, only ten miles per hour, northeast. The
clouds were dropping as we approached at two-thirty
G.C.T. We dropped down with them, immediately
sighting Niihau Island and the mountains on the
island of Kauai.
A blanket of clouds obscured Oahu Island. From
the north we circled in a wide arc to approach Hono1ulu from the west. We sighted the base at Pearl
Harbor at three forty-two G.C.T., coming in for a
landing just nine hours and forty-five minutes out
of Midway at 3:57 G.C.T.
Our average speed for the day had been 141 miles
per hour. We arrived at Honolulu in forty-six hours
and nineteen minutes flying time out of Manila, and
were scheduled to depart for San Francisco in
twenty-four hours.
FRIDAY, DECEMBER
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Coming back from the other side of the world
today, we for the first time were impressed by the
tremendous distance we had covered. Approaching
our terminal at San Francisco we found the only
port closed in the entire trip, which necessitated a
blind approach. We landed 17 hours and one minute
out of Honolulu; 62 hours and fifty-five minutes flying time out of Manila; and 122 hours and fortytwo minutes flying time, San Francisco-Manila-San
Francisco.
The first crossing of the Pacific Ocean was completed in exact accordance with the rigid engineering details and well under the original schedule of
130 hours which was set. The outbound flight was
completed within three minutes of the schedule set.
The inbound flight was seven hours and five minutes
under the schedule, due to the unusual shift of the
winds which aided us all through the last night, as
we cruised at 10,000 feet, a mile above the clouds,
the entire distance until we approached the California coast.
Even to us it seems incredible that we were
across the entire Pacific and back again within two

It is difficult to pick out the most striking impression of the trip. All of us agreed that credit
must go to the basic Pan American organization in
all the sections which made this flight possiblethe summation of five long years of preparation. The
greatest personal credit should go to our flight engineers, Victor and Chan Wright, who averaged less
than four hours sleep nightly and who only left the
China Clipper at two stations--Honolulu and Manila
- the entire flight, and whose expert knowledge of
every mechanical detail of our airliner and engines
made possible the efficient handling of the ship by
ground crews unfamiliar with this Clipper, never
having seen it before.
At Guam, returning, a r emarkable example of
this spirit of organization occurred when the entire
base staff and our ight engineers were ur, throughout the night on swinging platforms under the great
wings, working over the engins and the entire ship
in the teeth of an approaching typhoon and lashing
rain. Despite tremendous handicaps, the ship was
completely serviced and refueled, rnady in perfect
condition for the scheduled dawn departure the
next morning. Never setting foot ashore, they breakfasted after the ship was in flight.
All the Pan American weather stations, from
one end of the ocean to the other, stood 24-hour
watches, analyzing every minute change in the
weather map, reporting to each ground station, or if
we were in flight, then to the China Clipper every
thirty minutes.

It seems a remarkable record that not one detail
was overlooked on the part of a single individual.
Such is an indication that modern transport is only
possible with such organization and such personnel,
specifically trained for their particular tasks, aJI
functioning with the same smooth efficiency as the
engines of the China Clipper. It is natural that the
mechanical aspects should impress us most profoundly_
Our feeling of gratitude at having been able to
accomplish the exacting schedule, was gratefully
shared by all divisions of the Pan American Airways
who contributed major shares from the time the
China Clipper left the factory at Baltimore, especially the expert weather forecasting from our Miami
meteorological staff and the engineering supervision
preparations of the China Clipper for flight; the
radio guard of the Western Division over Mexico
through to Alameda; and the quiet, efficient control
of all operating factors in this new Pacific Division
of America's first ocean airway.
The true significance of this trans-Pacific service
was ·g ained through the expressions of the prople of
Hawaii, Guam and the Philippines, which we were
commissioned to bring back as something of which
they had dreamed and now was actually ·c~ming
true. The manner in which they accepted this inaugural flight was a tribute to American aviation as
indicative of the careful preparations, and the sound
establishment of the airway between America and
their lands, over which future trade and commerce
will speed between the peoples of the East and
West, no longer separated by the vast Pacific which
has been a barrier since time began. They are looking forward to the coming of other Clipper Ships on
schedules as regular as are the steamer schedules
now.

